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Chapter 1561 Alpha is Hurt
Charlotte had planned for her subordinates to lay ambush nearby and on standby,
ready to be summoned.
Along with Morgan and Bruce, she then drove toward the abandoned scrapyard
at the foot of the mountain in the western suburbs.
Over ten people were lying in ambush around, fully guarded.
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Morgan and Bruce were visibly worried even as they prepared themselves for the
worst—risking their lives in exchange for the children.
Along their way, Charlotte emphasized again that she would be in charge of
luring the enemy away, and Bruce would take cover for Morgan while she tried to
save the children.
Alighting near the garage, the trio then snuck into the location carefully.
Nevertheless, they did not find any suspicious person around. Even more strange
was how there was not a soul seen.
Just as they thought their rival was hiding away, a burst of children’s
crying suddenly rang out from a distance away.
Startled, Charlotte instinctively said, “It’s the girls!”
“That’s Beta’s crying.”
Having taken care of the three children for so long, Morgan was familiar with
their voices and could recognize them at once.
With their hearts racing, the trio followed the trail of sounds and in no time, they
found Beta and Gamma in a pile of scrapped cars.
“Beta, Gamma!”
Charlotte and Morgan rushed over immediately.
Bruce held up his gun on standby as he watched the surroundings.

“Aunt Charlotte! Ms. Morgan! I’m scared! I’m so scared! Boohoo…” Upon seeing
Charlotte, Beta and Gamma burst into tears.
“It’s okay. Don’t be afraid. I’m here.” Charlotte carried the two kids out with
Morgan before she continued, “Where’s Alpha?”
“Alpha is hurt. She is bleeding badly. Boohoo…”
Beta pointed in the direction of the other pile of scrapped cars.
Charlotte immediately passed Beta to Morgan and hurried over to look for Alpha.
Indeed, the latter had suffered a head injury and was bleeding profusely. Her
body also had multiple cuts from the rusty scrap metals in the surroundings.
“Alpha!”
Charlotte quickly removed her jacket and wrapped it around Alpha’s body before
checking on her condition.
“How is Alpha doing?” Morgan carried the other two kids and walked over.
“I think she had a fall. Her wounds seem to have got in contact with the rusty
scraps. We have to hurry her to the hospital since there’s a possibility she’ll get
infected with tetanus.” Charlotte was visibly anxious. “Bring her to the car first.”
“Got it.”
The three of them quickly carried the three kids into the car.
“Beta, Gamma, do you all know where Robbie and Jamie are?” Charlotte asked
hastily.
“Some bad guys took them away.” As though she was scared out of her wits, Beta
shuddered while heaving with sobs.
“They asked if we’re Daddy’s kids. They threw us out of the car when we said yes
and took Robbie and Jamie with them.” Gamma was slightly calmer and could
express herself more clearly. “We’re so scared and wanted to go look for you. But
Alpha fell accidentally and started bleeding so much.”
“Aunt Charlotte, will Alpha die?” Beta held onto Charlotte and asked while crying,
“There’s so much blood… She isn’t talking to us and doesn’t move either… We’re
so frightened…”
“Nothing will happen to her. We will send her to the hospital now.” Charlotte
hugged Alpha tightly as she was worried sick. “Bruce, bring someone along with
you and continue looking for Robbie and Jamie. I’ll send the girls to the hospital
first.”

“Understood.” Bruce nodded. “Fret not. I’ll take care of the things here. Get
going.”
“Okay.”
Taking two other female bodyguards along, Charlotte and Morgan then strode
out of the garage.
At the same time, as the car sped toward Kindness Hospital, Charlotte also
ordered the others to join Bruce in the search for Robbie and Jamie’s
whereabouts.
Still hugging onto the unconscious Alpha, Charlotte could only feel anxiousness
and anxiety consuming her. “Alpha, I’m sorry. Nothing must happen to you.
Otherwise, I wouldn’t know how to face your daddy!”
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“Ms. Lindberg, Alpha has only sustained some physical injuries. I’m sure she’ll be
fine, so don’t worry,” Morgan assured her. “It’s lucky that we’ve found the girls,
at the very least. But we’ve yet to find Robbie and Jamie. How about I take the
girls to the hospital myself while you go and look for the two kids first?”
“Judging from the situation at the garage, they didn’t stay there for long. They
probably left quite a while ago after leaving the girls there. It won’t be easy to
find them within such a short time, so it’s pointless for me to go there. Besides,
Alpha is hurt. Now that her condition is still unknown, how can I leave her side? I
must be responsible for them since Danrique entrusted them to me.”
Even though Charlotte’s explanation was very rational, she was on tenterhooks
about Robbie and Jamie’s safety.
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“But—” Before Morgan could say anything, Charlotte received a call from Lupine.
“Hello, Lupine. What is it?” she answered immediately.
“I’ve yet to find Mr. Nacht. But we’ve confirmed that he’s still alive. We found
some herbal medicine dregs at the place, and Francesco may be the one treating
him. But I don’t understand why Francesco would take Mr. Nacht while hiding in
the dark. She should know that we’re looking for her.” Lupine was baffled.
“I bet someone else is looking for them too. She probably ran away since she
can’t tell who’s good and who’s bad.” It seemed like Charlotte had seen right
through the situation. “But as long as she’s alive, there’ll be hope.”

“Yeah, that’s what Gordon said too.”
“Get him to continue the search. As for you, bring more people over as soon as
possible. I need more help.”
“All right.”
In no time, Charlotte arrived at Kindness Hospital.
Raina came over to take charge of treating Alpha while tasking two other doctors
to give Beta and Gamma a check.
While waiting anxiously in the hospital for results, Charlotte could not help but
be worried about Robbie and Jamie.
Meanwhile, Lupine contacted Morgan to get updates on the latest situation. She
was ashamed of herself for not being able to be of great help.
After more than an hour of examination, Raina came out of the room. “Ms.
Lindberg, there are some complications with Alpha’s wounds. I’ll need some time
to treat them, but don’t worry. I promise she won’t be in a life-threatening
situation.”
“That’s good to hear.” Charlotte heaved a sigh of relief. “I’ll leave the child in
your hands. You must cure her and make sure she’s fine.”
“Fret not. I’ll do my best,” Raina assured. “Also, I’ve finished giving Beta and
Gamma a checkup. Other than some abrasions and being shocked by what
happened, there are no other problems. They’ve already gotten a jab, and all
they need now is some rest.”
“Okay.”
Before rushing off with Lupine, Charlotte ordered all her subordinates to stay at
the hospital with Morgan to protect Ellie and the three girls.
While driving to meet up with Bruce, Lupine reported the situation to Charlotte.
Upon hearing that, the latter frowned. “That means Jesse knew long ago that
Zachary isn’t dead. That’s why he’s been sending his men to look for him
everywhere. It’s no wonder why Francesco has to go into hiding.”
“Why didn’t she contact you?” Lupine asked curiously.
“Maybe she can’t find a good opportunity. Or perhaps…” Charlotte’s expression
turned somber. “Zachary’s condition isn’t looking good, so she isn’t confident
that she can cure him…”

“That’s possible.” Lupine nodded. “She must be worried that you’ll be hurt again
after regaining hope upon hearing that piece of news. Or maybe as a doctor, she
wanted to give it a try and cure him first before getting in contact with you.”
“Hmm, I guess so.” Charlotte’s heart sank to rock bottom. “I didn’t manage to
find Hubby, and now, I’ve even lost the kids…”
“Ms. Lindberg, don’t worry. I believe Jesse wouldn’t dare do anything to the
kids.” Lupine comforted her gently. “The fact that he got his men to release the
girls proves that he’s still afraid of Mr. Lindberg…”
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“That’s right…” Charlotte smiled coldly. “Whatever it is, the Gold family are wise
enough to know what to do. Just look at Nancy. She treated me with respect
even when the Lindberg family had fallen from grace previously. She knows
Danrique will make a comeback one day. I’m sure Jesse knows that as well; that’s
why he didn’t dare lay his fingers on the girls. He knows Danrique and Zachary
don’t like to butt into others’ problems. As long as he doesn’t touch Danrique’s
raw nerves, Danrique would never interfere in the Nacht family’s matters. So
when he found out that he accidentally abducted the girls, he immediately asked
his men to release them and then lured me to go and save them. He didn’t want
to provoke Danrique.”
“Exactly. So I’m assuming he won’t harm Robbie and Jamie either.” Lupine gave
her conjecture. “After all, they’re Mr. Lindberg’s nephews.”
“Not at the moment, since he can still use them to threaten me.” Charlotte
knitted her brows tight. “But I can’t tell if that will stay the same later.”
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“I’ve heard from Morgan that you’ve signed the papers. What else does he want?”
Lupine sounded annoyed.
“Zachary and I are still husband and wife. Even though we’ve signed the papers,
those assets are still his, not Jesse’s or Chris’. I’m afraid it’ll still take some time if
Jesse wants to pocket everything himself. I’ll become his obstacle if I try to block
his way now. But with the children in his hands, will I still dare take any actions?
Not only do I not dare, but I might also even have to submit to his threats and do
things that are against my principles.”
Charlotte seemed to have seen through Jesse’s plot.
“I guess we’ve underestimated our rival,” sighed Lupine. “I’ve always thought
Chris’ tactics were lowly, but it turns out that Jesse is nowhere better.”

“He must’ve wanted to use Chris’ foolishness to make us put our guards down.”
Charlotte rubbed her temples in exhaustion. “It’s too late to say this now. We
have to find Robbie and Jamie quickly. It’s too risky for the kids to leave them in
his hands.”
“Got it.” With that said, Lupine stepped on the accelerator, and the car sped
through the roads.
“Oh yes…” Just then, another thought crossed Charlotte’s mind. ”Danrique is
always flawless in his arrangement. He would’ve left some of his men at the
Garden Villa to protect the kids when he sends the others out to help you look
for Zachary today, but it seems like he didn’t? And neither did he do anything
after the girls got abducted?”
“Gordon didn’t have the time to tell you. Mr. Lindberg has brought Sean back to
Erihal this morning,” explained Lupine. “I heard that there’s a situation over there.
Mr. Lindberg is beginning to retaliate after being in shadows for so long.”
“I see.” Comprehension dawned on Charlotte. “Does Jesse know that Danrique is
returning to Erihal, so he deliberately chose to take action today?”
“If Mr. Lindberg is still around, there’s no way he will allow anybody to take the
kids away.” Lupine was feeling indignant. “How despicable that man is that he
could lay his hands on such young children?”
“He has set such a big trap to usurp the Nacht family’s assets. Besides, he even
uses his biological daughter as a pawn. I’m sure the others mean nothing to him
at all!” Charlotte narrowed her eyes as she fell into deep thoughts.
“Biological daughter? Are you talking about Nancy?” Lupine questioned in
confusion. “I thought she’s in the same team as her dad?”
“I don’t think so. She even helped us today.” Charlotte scrunched her eyebrows.
“But I think her doings will come to light soon. By then, Jesse definitely won’t let
her off.”
“Then…”
“Take it as I owe her. I’ll repay her kindness if there’s an opportunity in the future.
But now, we have to find Robbie and Jamie quickly.”
“Yes!”
In the meantime, Bruce informed them that he had been to the vicinity around
the garage to look for Robbie and Jamie with ten other subordinates, yet to no
avail.
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As the identification number and phone number Jesse had used were abruptly
deactivated, the system’s tracking work had also been interrupted. It remained
the same despite Johann’s countless efforts to revive it.
In an instant, all their leads had been cut off.
Charlotte had been out for the whole day with Bruce and Morgan searching till
late at night, yet there was no news whatsoever.
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With the number Nancy provided, she tried taking the initiative to contact Jesse.
Nevertheless, it turned out to be an empty number.
Evidently, Jesse had taken to action after realizing that his number had been
disclosed.
Midnight, Charlotte stood along the coast, staring drearily at the sea while the
breeze whipped her hair gently. She felt at a complete loss, just like one of the
boats sailing on the sea.
She had been pulling herself together all this while because of her strong
determination toward defending the Nacht family.
No matter how tired she was and what trials and tribulations she went through
outside, the moment she returned home and saw the children’s innocent and
smiley faces, she would feel a glimpse of hope within her again.
But now, she felt utterly troubled that she had failed miserably at
everything—the corporation had fallen into the hands of a villain, Zachary was
still missing, and she had even lost the children.
She had thought she would be able to deal with Chris and the mastermind behind
him all by herself. It was only at that point that she figured that she had thought
too highly of her capabilities.
It was only the beginning, yet she had already lost the game.
Even though Jesse had never once shown up before her eyes, she had totally lost
her trump card.
At this moment, Charlotte’s heart was broken beyond repair.

“Ms. Lindberg…” Lupine walked over to Charlotte and covered her with a jacket.
“Fret not. I’m sure we’ll have a solution.”
“Solution? What solution?” A bitter smile flitted across Charlotte’s lips. “My mind
is completely blank now. I can’t think of any possible solutions at all.”
“We can ask Mr. Lindberg for help..”
“Forget about it.” Charlotte let out a deep sigh. “Danrique has already returned
to Erihal to prepare for his retaliation against the Lindberg family. How can I
disturb him at such times?”
“Then…”
“Not only did Jesse not get in contact with me, but he has even deactivated his
number. It’s obvious that he has no intentions to confront me head-on. Since
that’s the case, I shall remain passive…”
Worry began overwhelming Charlotte’s mind as she held her head low.
“How about we try calling Ms. Gold? Perhaps we can ask her for help in
contacting her father?” Lupine asked tentatively.
“Are you crazy?” Charlotte furrowed her brows. “Nancy has already set off the
alarm and angered her father for helping us today. She’ll surely be under stern
supervision from now on. Contacting her now will be useless. Worse still, we
might even drag her into this mess.”
“T-Then… what should we do?” Lupine did not know what else to say.
“Ms. Lindberg, I believe Mr. Spencer and Mr. Sterk still trust you.” Bruce tried to
sound Charlotte out. “They’ve been in close contact with me and asked me about
the children’s situation. How about trying to discuss it with them?”
“There’s no point in discussing with them. It’s good enough that they can take
care of the company right now. They won’t be able to attend to such matters.
Besides, they aren’t good at this…”
“Then…”
“Forget it. Go back first.”
All that Charlotte could do was calm herself down first since she was out of
solutions.
“I reckon they won’t hurt Robbie and Jamie for now. They need the kids to
threaten me. Let’s head home first and wait for them to call me.”

“I’ll continue to think of something,” Bruce said with a determined look. “I vow to
find Robbie and Jamie even if that means I have to turn the entire H City over.”
“Thank you for your hard work.” Charlotte gave him a pat on his back before
turning to Lupine and said, “Let’s head to the hospital now.”
“Sure.”

